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Intelligent personal assistants (IPA), such as Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant, are becoming increasingly
present in multi-user households leading to questions about privacy and consent, particularly for those who
do not directly own the device they interact with. When these devices are placed in shared spaces, every
visitor and cohabitant becomes an indirect user, potentially leading to discomfort, misuse of services, or
unintentional sharing of personal data. To better understand how owners and visitors perceive IPAs, we
interviewed 10 in-house users (account owners and cohabitants) and 9 visitors from a student and young
professionals sample who have interacted with such devices on various occasions. We find that cohabitants in
shared households with regular IPA interactions see themselves as owners of the device, although not having
the same controls as the account owner. Further, we determine the existence of a smart speaker etiquette
which doubles as trust-based boundary management. Both in-house users and visitors demonstrate similar
attitudes and concerns around data use, constant monitoring by the device, and the lack of transparency
around device operations. We discuss interviewees’ system understanding, concerns, and protection strategies
and make recommendation to avoid tensions around shared devices.
CCS Concepts: • Security and privacy → Privacy protections; Social aspects of security and privacy; •
Human-centered computing→ Empirical studies in ubiquitous and mobile computing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Intelligent personal assistants (IPAs) – such as Amazon Alexa – are increasing in popularity, which
has positive implications for convenience but also raises important questions around awareness
and consent of the end users they interact with. IPAs are popular in part because a user can initiate
a wide range of actions using only their voice. They support activities like searching the Internet,
setting a timer, playing music, or interacting with other smart home technology such as light bulbs.
Like their title indicates, they are intelligent voice assistants meant to fade into the background
when not needed, but still be readily available when called.
Providing such a variety of services requires a lot of user data which includes sharing personal
details with third parties, e.g. log-in details with Spotify to play back music, the user location for
weather services, or recording the voice of the users and uploading it to Amazon or Google for
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speech recognition [1, 4, 5, 17, 24]. While people who purchase IPAs and install them in their homes
may be willing to accept the data usage aspects of the devices, that is not necessarily true for other
people who encounter the devices. For example, when being gifted an IPA, the user might miss out
on the chance to make the decision to accept the risks that come with IPAs [38]. Some may use the
devices despite privacy concerns to please the gift giver, although privacy concerns are one of the
main reasons for non-adoption [37].
People living with the device’s legal owner such as flatmates, partners, or children often interact
with the device on a regular basis and can see themselves as having ownership of the device. We
therefore refer to them as resident owners of the device. These resident owners and visitors become
secondary users when they enter the space [21]. By design [52], IPAs will interact with anyone
they perceive to be speaking to them, thus, making everyone within vocal range a user. But these
visitors or resident owners of IPA spaces have not explicitly consented to data usage and may have
a poor understanding of the privacy implications of the device. Due to not being the account holder,
their abilities to take actions against any of their concerns are subject to the given situation and
the relationship to the account owner. Visitors may not even realise that an IPA is present since
they are typically designed to fit in with other home decor.
Visitors and resident owners can also use their access to IPAs to (un)-intentionally breach the
privacy of owners. Previous research has demonstrated potential security and privacy issues with
IPAs reading out sensitive information like calendar entries [27], or allowing anyone in the range of
audibility to express commands, e.g. purchases or unlocking doors [27, 39, 61]. Although security
preserving options such as adding multiple accounts for shared devices were introduced, these
measures are rarely known by owners, less even applied [21].
In this work, we are looking at the various kinds of users of smart speakers such as Google
Home or Amazon Echo and their feeling of ownership. We aim to understand how visitors and
resident owners perceive IPAs in shared spaces and how they act on it. In particular, we aim to
compare emerging themes of in-house users of IPAs (account and resident owners) and visitors
in terms of: 1) their understanding of how these devices function, 2) their concerns about data
usage, 3) protection behaviours they use, and 4) social norms around non-owners using IPAs. To
explore these issues, we conducted semi-structured interviews with 9 visitors and 10 in-house
users, including drawing and free listing exercises to probe their understanding of how IPAs fulfil
different types of user requests. Most of our participants were students and young professionals,
who live in shared households or share devices with other family members.
We find that people who regularly interact with an IPA in their home consider themselves to be
owners, even if they have no direct access to associated accounts. However, regular interaction
with an IPA does not seem to result in either a better understanding of its functions, or a difference
in concerns. Participants identifying as owners and visitors have similar levels of awareness and
worries around IPA usage. Protection strategies were also similar ranging from just accepting the
risks to non-usage of all or certain types of features. Similar to other smart home technology, people
are worried about social boundaries around using someone else’s IPAs. We found participants
expressed these social boundaries as a social etiquette issue where they wanted to respect owners
but were unsure about acceptable behaviour. However, despite existing social rules and protection
strategies, we found tensions arising from mismatched expectations and existing defaults.
Contributions.
• We explore privacy perceptions and concerns of a range of users of IPAs, including visitors,
in shared spaces. Our findings confirm existing research [1, 30, 37] in terms of concerns and
system understanding as well as show that the differences between account owners, resident
owners, and visitors are minimal.
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Fig. 1. Smart speaker services and data flows. Graphic inspired by [17].
• We provide insights into unwritten social expectations around IPA interactions of in-house
users and visitors and discuss how they function as a privacy boundary.
• Our findings that the relationships between owners and towards the device are rather complex
confirm prior work [21, 68]. However, we also find novel evidence that the concept of
ownership of IPAs is not binary. Regular users, who do not have their account connected or
purchased the device, often identify as owners despite the lack of control.
• We make recommendations on how to mitigate user concerns, integrate various user groups
in a shared smart home, and fulfil users’ desire for transparency and control of shared devices.
2 BACKGROUND
To operate seamlessly, IPAs are built on a multi-organisation infrastructure and can be in a variety
of hardware devices including smart phones and speakers. Smart speakers, e.g. Amazon Echo or
Google Home, consist of a microphone and a speaker, which act as the interface for the virtual
assistant. IPAs like the Google Assistant and Alexa continuously operate in a “passive listening
mode” where they listen for a user to say a wake word such as “Alexa” or “Hey Google”, ideally
disregarding all other audio [6, 18, 25, 33]. Upon hearing the word, the device activates, records
the user’s request, and uploads it to the provider’s cloud to perform speech recognition [4, 6, 25]
as shown in Figure 1. User requests are then mapped to predefined behaviours that Amazon calls
“skills”, a term we use throughout the paper for simplicity. There are two skill types: 1) built-in skills
offered by the provider and 2) third-party skills designed by a third party and processed on their
server [1, 4, 5, 17, 24]. For example, a user might say: “Alexa, turn on the living room light”. That
request is then uploaded to Amazon’s Alexa cloud for processing, and forwarded to the smart light
bulb provider’s servers, which then sends a turn on request to the light bulb in the user’s home.
The result of the interconnectivity of smart speakers is that a previously in-home action, such as
turning on a light, now involves audio recording and data being sent to at least two companies.
That behaviour may not be obvious to the device owner, and possibly even less obvious to other
people who may only occasionally visit a space containing an IPA.
Fulfilling requests also requires the use of specific user data. For example, the weather skill needs
a location to provide the user with accurate weather predictions. Third-party skills such as playing
back a song from Spotify require an associated user account to gain access to their service [6, 25].
Correctly understanding user voices also requires data. Most IPAs retain audio data which
may then be labelled by humans [12, 13, 18] for training the speech recognition systems. Such
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training helps the system better recognise the vast array of accents and voice patterns used by real
humans [32]. Finally, any developer can create skills, but Amazon Alexa skill developers are not
required to provide a privacy policy disclosing how they use the data [2, 5].
3 RELATEDWORK
Previous research has focused on smart home device adoption, personification and privacy percep-
tions [1, 30, 37, 40, 41, 58, 70]. Researchers have also explored the potential future design space of
voice controlled interfaces [54] as well as health applications [9] and anxiety control [63]. These
devices, specifically smart speakers, are placed in a central, main living location where they provide
the most convenience such as helping with daily tasks or playing back music [7, 19, 37]. Conve-
nience as well as an early-adopter mentality [37] are reasons for adoptions, whereas some decide
against it due to a lack of perceived utility and privacy concerns [31, 35, 37]. Most smart home
devices are purchased and set up by a tech-enthusiastic home member, who finds pleasure in
exploring new technology [21, 37, 58].
Users have also been found to underestimate security and privacy risks of smart home devices
due to an incomplete mental model and a lack of understanding how components of smart homes
work together [1, 30, 37, 59, 67, 69, 70], such as assuming that all data is processed locally and not
shared [1]. Users feel vulnerable when using technology they do not understand [15]. Prior work
also shows that smart home users are concerned about unwanted data access, data misuse and
unethical data collection [30, 46, 59, 67, 70]. For smart speakers, these concerns extend to misuse by
unintended visitors, inappropriate access to personal information or voice match false positives [30].
Users’ understanding of privacy and data practices is heavily based on their experience with social
media and other companies [30, 44, 59].
3.1 Employed Protection Mechanisms
Prior research has shown that smart home users avoid certain features of devices for their safety
or because they are unaware of existing protections [19, 30, 59, 67]. For example, we see a lack of
awareness of the devices’ history and the ability to view and delete recordings [10] or disabling
the shopping feature as a protection from other users [59]. Both Google and Amazon are offering
the option of adding multiple accounts to one device or recognising voices [4, 23], however, this
strategy is rarely known to users, even less employed [19, 30]. While some users are concerned and
engage in protections themselves, existing work also finds users accepting risks and not actively
engaging in risk mitigation strategies [30, 37, 59]. These IPA users see their own data as not worth
hiding or that they “have nothing to hide” [37, 57]. Or they trust their IPA provider to protect
their privacy and do not engage in further protection strategies [1, 37]. Some other prefer the
convenience of the service [47, 69] and “mindlessly consent” to sharing their data [48, 50].
3.2 Use of IPAs by Non-Owners
Smart home devices are commonly used by people other than the owner. Personal devices like
phones, tablets and PCs [45, 60] or Internet of Things and smart home devices are shared among
various parties in a home [19, 21]. Reasons for sharing may be to provide key access for a smart door
lock or using the Amazon Echo’s drop-in feature to check in with elderly relatives [21, 60]. There
are a variety of relationships in a multi-user smart household including: partners, flatmates, family
members, or visitors [21, 68]. While most users have positive attitudes towards sharing devices
and expect cohabitants to use smart devices in the home [34], not all devices are considered safe or
appropriate for sharing [34, 60]. For example, users seem uncertain whether smart speakers should
be considered shared devices [34]. While they are established as a shared “family device” [19], they
can cause tensions when sharing expectations are unmatched. Geeng and Roesner also found a
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lack of knowledge or abilities in co-users, an imbalance of control, varying preferences, or device
inflexibility can provoke unease at different points in time [21]. The relationship between the owner
and any co-occupants influences how these tensions are resolved, how sharing is coordinated and
what kind of protection mechanisms are employed [19, 21, 34, 65].
3.3 Adoption and Maintenance of Shared Devices
The home member who drives the installation of the device tends to also be the sole account holder
resulting in a concentration of knowledge and control [21, 37, 67]. Device maintenance and error
management fall to the driver in shared smart homes as co-users have been found to be more passive
towards these device [21]. Geeng and Roesner show that drivers do not consult with cohabitants
before installation due to a passivity of co-users or inequality in their relationship [21], however,
other work shows that partner and flatmates expect consultation [34]. This situation creates an
imbalance in control, knowledge, concerns, and interest in these devices, which may change power
dynamics in the home and create further tensions between co-users [21, 37, 67]. Even for “family
devices”, there is a clear distinction between the account holder and other users [19]. For example,
most co-occupants are not aware of certain features [21] or the ability to view or delete previous
requests [10, 21, 43], but have similar concerns about data handling and monitoring as smart home
owners [30, 37, 59].
3.4 Privacy Perception of Visitors
Visitors may become temporary users when visiting a smart home, have their own concerns, and can
cause tensions and risks [21]. Concerns of bystanders were explored in the context of audio or video
capture of wearable Augmented Reality [14], surveillance cameras [56], or lifelogging [11, 28, 29].
Visitors have been found to understand less of the risks of smart devices and have even less
control in smart homes [67]. In their study, Yao et al. found that privacy perceptions of smart
home bystanders are shaped through norms, device awareness and their own privacy seeking
behaviour [66], they propose a privacy design to address privacy concerns [65, 66]. Kraemer et al.
found that most users are happy to share their devices with guests and accommodate their wishes,
but need to balance politeness and security [34]. Owners also seem unaware of privacy concerns of
co-users and visitors [21].
3.5 Research Aims
We find that the concerns of visitors, their needs and perceptions of smart speakers require further
investigation to understand how to support them in multi-user smart homes. And not only visitors,
but we find resident owners such as flatmates and family members and their perception of shared
devices as well as expectations in need of further exploration. We are interested to understand the
concept of ownership, control, attitudes, and sharing expectations of those users who do not have
the same controls as the account holders but use the device on a regular basis. Similarly, although
the view of owners on visitors of smart speakers and on cohabitants of smart home devices have
been looked at in terms of concerns and potential tensions, the way they handle expectations
when sharing is still unclear. We see the value of comparing the social expectations, concerns, and
attitudes of owners and other groups.
4 METHODOLOGY
We conducted semi-structured interviews with 19 participants to shed light on the situation in
which they encountered smart speakers, existing privacy perceptions, and utilised protection
mechanisms. Further, we aim to understand whether their feeling of ownership influences their
system understanding and the existence of a social rules regarding IPA interaction. Designing the
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study was an iterative process including feedback from security experts in our research group at
the University of Edinburgh. The study design was approved by the Informatics ethics procedure
with number #3465.
4.1 Recruitment
We recruited participants who owned or have encountered an Amazon Echo or Google Home by
emailing different groups at the University of Edinburgh and posting on the university’s internal
career platform. We used these methods to target young professionals and students as they are
more likely to be in shared living environments and may use spaces like bedrooms to host vis-
itors, so bedroom-based speakers may have visitor interactions. We were open to other groups,
but our recruitment strategy resulted in participants that were mainly PhD students and young
professionals.
Participants signed up by filling out a demographics questionnaire hosted on Qualtrics where
they also self-identified as owning a smart speaker or not, and selecting a suitable time for the
interview. Of the 26 people who signed up, 19 scheduled and completed an interview and were
compensated with £10 in cash. To limit participant priming, the words “privacy” and “risk” were
not used in any of the advertisements. The questionnaire also avoided them with the exception
of Westin’s Privacy Index questions [36]. We are aware of the lack of correlation between Westin
categories and the actual behaviour of participants [64], however, decided to use Westin’s privacy
scale for simplicity to get a broad sense of our participants’ general privacy attitudes, which we
can gain from their responses towards the three questions.
4.2 Participants
Of the 19 participants, 9 identified as female, 8 as male, one as non-binary, and one as agender.
Their ages ranged from 20 to 34 years old, with an average of ∼26 years. Fifteen were students
(mainly Masters or PhD students), three were employed full-time, and one was self-employed. Ten
participants held bachelor degrees, six had completed master degrees. One participant self-described
as having previously worked in a high tech job involving AI. As expected, most participants were
privacy pragmatists. Although not being representative of all IPA users, many of our participants
were indeed in shared living arrangements with non-family.
Table 1 shows all participants, their self-identification as owning or not, and what devices they
had interacted with. Eleven participants had interacted with an Amazon Echo, six participants with
a Google Home and two with both. The popularity of the Echo makes sense since it has been on
the market the longest.
4.3 Interview Protocol
All 19 interviews were conducted by the lead researcher in the UK with sessions lasting between
40 and 65 minutes. We stopped hearing new themes after the 15th participant but interviewed four
more for certainty. The themes were similar for owners and visitors, so saturation was reached for
all groups. The protocol was the same for all participants. Appendix A provides a detailed list of
the primary interview questions and scenarios.
The session was composed of five parts which engage participants in a combination of question
answering, drawing, and free listing. We began with informed consent, including permission to audio
record. Consent avoided the terms “privacy”, “security”, and “risk” while still being clear that we
were interested in their experiences and understanding of smart speakers. We then asked questions
about their prior interactions with IPAs including what kinds of devices, types of interactions, and
how they came into contact with them. We also asked them to recall a recent interaction with
a smart speaker and draw the room the interaction occurred in. The drawing task was partially
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AO3 Google Home Owner Bedroom - Twice
AO9 Google Home Owner† Kitchen - Regular






AO19 Amazon Echo Owner† Living Room - Regular
RO1 Amazon Echo Owner Kitchen Father None
RO2 Amazon Echo Owner Kitchen Flatmate Regular
RO4 Amazon Echo Owner Living Room Father Rarely
RO10 Google Home Not Owner Living Room Partner Twice









RO18 Amazon Echo Owner Dining Room Father Rarely
V5 Google Home Not Owner Shared Office CEO Once
V6 Amazon Echo&
Google Home
Not Owner Living Room Friends Often
V7 Amazon Echo Not Owner Living Room Relatives Observation
V8 Amazon Echo Not Owner Living Room Relatives Extensively††
V12 Amazon Echo Not Owner Living Room Relatives Regular††
V13 Amazon Echo&
Google Home
Not Owner Living room Parents /
Friends
Rarely
V14 Amazon Echo Not Owner Dining Room Acquaintances Rarely





V16 Google Home Not Owner Kitchen Acquaintances Observation
Table 1. Almost all owners were gifted their device†. Most visitors were unsure who the exact device owners
are, so the general party is indicated. For account owners (AO) and resident owners (RO) we show how often
guests interacted with their devices and for visitors (V) we indicate how often they had interacted with the
IPA during their stay††.
intended to get them thinking about a specific past interaction and used to drawing. For visitors
we also enquired about their reaction when becoming aware of the device in the room.
By using and interacting with a complex system, users form a model of how the system works,
which is plausible to them and allows them to reason about it. This representation is called amental
model and depends on the user’s technical knowledge and experience with such systems [22, 49, 71].
To understand their mental models, we presented participants with three scenarios described below,
which were selected based on the results of Abdi et al. who identified four categories of use cases
for smart speakers [1]. We excluded the category of “shopping” given our focus on visitors and
because of prior work, which shows that the shopping feature is rarely used even by owners [1, 7].
We therefore deemed it unlikely that a visitor would use a feature that even owners use rarely. The
three scenarios were:
(1) Built-In. Services provided by Google or Amazon, such as weather forecasts, music from
the provider’s own service, creating lists, and calendar entries.
Task: get tomorrow’s weather forecast.
(2) Third Party. Services provided by external third parties. These can range from well recog-
nised companies like Spotify (music) to individual developer services.
Task: play a specific song from Spotify.
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(3) Smart Home Device. Services provided by third parties to control smart home devices such
as light bulbs, thermostats, and coffee machines [4, 24].
Task: turn on a light in the living room.
For each of the above scenarios, we asked participants to imagine asking the smart speaker to
perform the task. If the participant had never heard of the feature before, an example interaction
was presented as a hint. Resident owners and visitors required examples for the light scenario and
in some cases even for Spotify.
We then asked them to draw the underlying processes that happen when the smart speaker
engages in the task and talk us through. This type of drawing exercise has been previously used to
draw smart home systems [67], data flows [59], and smart speaker architectures [30].
Next, the participant was asked to engage in a free listing exercise, naming all the parties or people
who were involved in the interaction and could potentially record that it happened. Brewer and
Ryan recommend free listing as a suitable method to gain insight into a participant’s understanding
of a domain and learn more about their categorisation [8, 55]. When they were done with listing, we
asked them about how these parties are involved and what they would see. If the participant brought
up any perceived threats, benefits, or mitigation strategies, the interviewer would ask clarifying
questions. To avoid a bias, we only used the term ’privacy’ once the participants themselves
mentioned it.
The last part of the interview focused on their comfort and acceptance of smart speakers located
in shared spaces. Here we aimed to understand the extent smart speakers were accepted in shared
spaces and what privacy boundaries exist in regards to smart speakers. We concluded the session
with a short debrief of the participants, where we answered questions that they had off-record.
4.4 Data Analysis
Analysis was done in several phases. As a first pass, the lead researcher, who also conducted the
interviews, used NVivo to open code the interview audio. Then they met with the research team and
discussed the codes in relation to their research questions. Some codes were then combined such as
trust and protection mechanisms. The research team decided to focus further qualitative analysis
on the following main points: 1) context of interactions 2) mental models of device interaction
3) concerns and protections 4) social norms. Two coders then focused on these points as described
in the paragraphs below. To ensure consistent interpretation, coders discussed their codes and
memos after every two interviews. After two such iterations, their interpretations were similar
and no further adjustments to codes and definitions were made. The lead researcher then coded
all remaining interviews and the second researcher coded 2/3 of them. The research team created
affinity diagrams of the resulting codes to determine more detailed themes for concerns, protections,
and social norms.
Interaction context. Analysis focused on how participants obtained or learned about the
devices they interact with, including how they saw themselves (owner vs. visitor). Answer ranges
were fairly narrow. So the two researchers agreed on a code book, and individually coded it.
Mental models. Our choice of scenarios represents a varying level of data being transferred
outside the local network to other parties. Thus, after reviewing all the drawing and free lists, the
research team decided on three categories based on who the data was shared with: 1) in-home
only 2) provider and Spotify only (Spotify scenario) 3) third parties. Two researchers then went
through the drawings and audio and assigned each participant to one of the three categories. The
free lists were analysed separately. Disagreements were handled by discussion.
Concerns and protections. Two researchers open coded the sections of the audio where
participants discuss issues of concerns, risks, threats, strategies, and potential protections. As
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Account Holder Not Account Holder
Bought Gifted Shared Espied
Reported as Owning 1 3 5 -
Reported as Not Owning - - 1 9
Table 2. Count of self-identification compared with how they gained access to the IPA. Bought and gifted
users legally own the device and typically have control of the account. Shared users regularly access a device
in a shared space, and espied users encountered a device that they do not use regularly.
stated above, they discussed definitions for the first four interviews, in particular what constituted
concerns or protections, then open coded the remaining interviews with 2/3 overlap. The research
team then constructed an affinity diagram using the open codes. Through sorting and discussion,
these were then clustered into themes.
Social norms. This analysis followed the exact same process as concerns and protections.
5 RESULTS
We investigated the system understanding, concerns, and protection strategies of in-house users
and visitors of IPAs. We compared their perceived social rules when sharing and visiting IPAs. The
numbers mentioned below are provided only to illustrate how often certain themes occurred in our
sample. We refer to participants by their ID from Table 1. Generally, we found that in-house users
and visitors have similar privacy concerns and attitudes, opposed to prior work [37, 38]
5.1 Device Usage and Encounters
Most participants used both built-in and third party skills such as fact requests or music playback.
Two visitors reported playing a trivia game with the owners and two other visitors did not interact
with the device at all but observed the owner using skills. Confirming prior work [7, 19, 37], account
and resident owners reported using the device for built-in features such as cooking timers, weather
requests, and alarm clocks. None of the participants used their speaker for shopping.
AO17 explained that they enjoy Google Home’s “Good Night, Google” feature as it combines
actions such as setting the alarm clock, checking the weather for the next day, and playing soothing
rain sounds for falling asleep. Only AO3 used their Google Home to control smart lights that they
had bought and set up in their bedroom. Half of the in-house users mentioned a change in their
daily routines since getting a smart speaker such as relying on its timers for cooking or being able
to retrieve facts using their voice as was also found by Ammari et al. [7].
Device Location. Most smart speakers were placed in a main living space such as a kitchen or
living room where occupants spend a great deal of time and welcomed guests, which was expected
as already shown in prior research [19, 37]. Two owners kept their device in their bedroom as they
use it to play music in the morning when getting up. Consequently, most visitors also encountered
smart speakers in shared living areas in places they did not frequent often, such as a friend’s or
family member’s house. The shared nature of the space naturally brought up issues of awareness
of the device, who got to decide if it would be added, and what spaces were considered acceptable
for IPAs to occupy.
Reactions. Half of visitors encountered or interacted with devices located in prominent places,
such as in a shelf or near the television, where it could immediately be seen by anyone visiting
the space. When not placed in an obvious space, visitors described becoming aware of the device
when the owners interact with it over the course of their stay. V13 describes visiting their parents:
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“I think I was just around one time after they got it. They just randomly said ‘Alexa’ and it just picked
up”. The usual visitor reaction was excitement and curiosity as they had not seen or interacted with
smart speakers before. V14 says: “I guess I was a bit excited. I haven’t used it before and it seemed
sort of cool to me”. In contrast, three visitors mentioned annoyance rather than enthusiasm and
were disinclined to interact with the device. For example, V5’s reaction when the speaker was
installed in their office was: “It was just there one day, so I was like ‘Oh, okay, great. Now all of our
conversations are recorded.’ [..] That’s why I don’t use this stuff ”.
Interestingly, none of the participants mentioned either telling a visitor about an IPA, or being
told about the IPA by an owner. Although, two visitors did explain that their visit was planned to
“meet” the owner’s new device. Devices were also sometimes hidden. RO1 stated that their visitors
are kept unaware of their IPA due to its position in the room. As a visitor, V16 wondered whether
the notification responsibility should be with the manufacturer or the owner: “It’s difficult. Is it the
job of Amazon and Alexa to say it will collect the data of the people around you or is it the role of the
consumer to be responsible to say ‘oh I have this in my house and it will pick up on things’? I don’t
know who the responsibility necessarily lies with”.
5.2 Adoption and Ownership
For this study, we allowed participants to self-identify as owning the device or not (See Table 1).
However, we found that the difference between ownership and visiting was often not binary (See
Table 2) as suggested by the complex relationships in a home [21]. Only one participant (AO3) both
purchased and setup their own device. More common was receiving the device as a gift or having
someone else purchase and setup the device in a common shared space. Interestingly, participants
viewed themselves as owners of shared devices even if they had no login access to the associated
account. RO1 explains: “My Dad bought it for my Mum. [...] But everyone loves it. [...] It’s linked to
my Spotify account [..] because I have Spotify Premium” and it is a “Family Alexa”. The notion of
“family devices” in multi-user smart homes was found by Garg and Moreno [19].
Two participants showed irritation when a smart speaker was placed into their shared living
space. RO2 explains how they became aware of their device: “We were sat in the kitchen, having
dinner one night and suddenly it turned on. We hadn’t said anything, but it just turned on and music
started playing from it. But it was actually our other flatmate who turned her Spotify on that was
connected to Alexa. We were like ‘Whoa, that’s weird’ and asked her. I was like ‘I don’t want one in
the kitchen. You should have asked before you put it there.’ [Why?] Because I hear all the rumours
that they are listening to you. Not that I am doing anything wrong, but I don’t want someone listening
to my conversations. But then it turned into a kind of joke that she is listening to our conversations”
and “now we all use it”. RO2 expressed growing fond of it and feeling like an owner themselves.
When RO10’s partner bought and placed the device into their living room without consultation,
they said “There was nothing like ‘Hey, there is going to be a potential spy in the house’. There was no
foreknowledge on my part. I remember being remotely annoyed by that”. RO10 continued to voice
discomfort around the IPA in their living room and did not consider themselves an owner even
though the device was located in their shared living room. AO9 and AO19 who set up their gifted
speaker in a shared space did not mention having any tensions with their cohabitants in regards
to the location, however, also did not talk about it with their cohabitants. This behaviour reflects
findings by Geeng and Roesner showing tensions around a lack of consultation [21].
Acceptable Spaces. We found a divide between shared and private spaces as a boundary for being
comfortable encountering a smart speaker. Except for V7, who felt uncomfortable in any space with
an IPA unless clearly advertised as such with promises not to use the data and V12, who would
feel comfortable if they did not have to pay for the service. Generally, smart speakers were more
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accepted in shared spaces than private ones. Areas like an office, where people might normally filter
what they say and where in the case of a privacy breach everyone would be impacted. University
or shared living spaces were mentioned as acceptable as well as areas that were not used very often.
On the other hand, participants showed a clear dislike of encountering smart speakers in private
areas such as the bedroom, bathroom, or a hotel or guest room as they did not know “who else is
listening” (V16). Further, some participants expressed not wanting to have a smart speaker in a
productive environment such as a work place or classroom as it is an entertainment device and
could distract from important work. As a business owner, AO19 says: “I wouldn’t have it in a work
environment, not because I’d be afraid of Alexa listening in to anything particular, but more it’s an
entertainment product and it shouldn’t really be used in work environments”.
5.3 Smart Speaker Interaction Etiquette
We asked all participants how comfortable they would be interacting with another person’s smart
speaker and what kind of visitor interaction they would find acceptable with a device they owned
or might potentially own. We found no difference in the expected social behaviour between groups
except that account and resident owners seemed more careful with permissions.
5.3.1 Being an Owner. None of the participants were uncomfortable with a visitor using their IPA,
but half the participants wanted to be able to limit the commands available to guests. RO11, for
example, “wouldn’t want them to change the temperature [or] open locked doors”.
No Restriction. Nearly half of each group explained that they “do not really have any restric-
tions” (AO17) for what visitors are allowed to do as they were curious what visitors would use IPAs
for or did not believe that anything could go wrong. Similar to prior work, we saw limited concerns
regarding other users [42]. Two visitors would not put any restrictions despite being aware that
their unique user experience might be affected.
Basic Entertainment. Most other participants found it difficult to express what acceptable be-
haviour was. “Basic entertainment” functions such as asking facts, playing music or changing the
TV channel were considered acceptable. However, as the owner of the device, participants would
not feel comfortable for visitors to change home settings such as temperature or blinds, requesting
personal information, or use it at all in a private room. RO11 hoped that their device does not allow
visitors to delete their account, update their information or make purchases.
Tensions. We also found tensions or potential for discomfort when sharing devices in line with
Geeng and Roesner’s findings on tensions arising from mismatched expectations in multi-user
smart homes [21]. AO3 described a situation where a flatmate accidentally connected to AO3’s
device and played back their horror movie audio in AO3’s bedroom. The incident happened because
the IPA default allowed audio playback from Google Chromecast on the same local network. It took
AO3 a long time to understand why their device made noises and how to stop it. This situation
made AO3 deeply uncomfortable, saying: “It made both of us uncomfortable. [My flatmate is] quite
embarrassed. I am also quite embarrassed. Although we are friends, and that’s fine. But still, that’s
unintended sharing. Even as friends and family, we do not share everything. We have a boundary and
we do not want Google to cross that boundary”. In another example, RO2 describes being annoyed
when visitors interact rudely with their device and telling them off: “I can be snappy with it cause
she is in my flat but you cannot be snappy, say thank you”.
And AO19 explains they would be uncomfortable if a visitor requested inappropriate services
such as “a racist joke” or do anything criminal. V12 and V8 mentioned that access control and
authentication would avoid some of these tensions and make them more comfortable as both owner
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Scenario Weather Spotify Light
O V O V O V
Third-Parties 10 9 3 5 1 3
Provider and Spotify - - 6 5 - -
In-Home - - - - 8 7
Table 3. Categorisation of visitors’(V) and owners’(O) drawings and descriptions for the three scenarios.
and guest of smart speaker in shared spaces. We, however, cannot confirm prior findings of owners
being concerned with data sharing with co-users or visitors [30].
5.3.2 Being a Visitor. Participants had divided opinions about interacting with other peoples’
smart speakers. Visitors were more hesitant for their own protection while account and resident
owners felt uncomfortable as they did not want to disrespect the other owner’s property.
Basic Entertainment. Over half of the participants were comfortable interacting with another
person’s smart speaker for basic entertainment services just as they would be happy for their
own visitors to do. For other participants, their willingness depended on permission or the social
situation. V16 explained not having interacted with the device at all because of the social dynamics
of visiting a friends’ parents and the need to be polite.
Permission. We found permissions emerged as a stronger theme for in-house users than visitors.
Three account and resident owners expressed reluctance in engaging with another person’s smart
speaker for fear of being intrusive and rude. They compared interacting with another owner’s
smart speaker to a violation of existing social norms such using their phone. AO19 explains their
discomfort: “At the end of the day it’s their machine and I think if you start using it to whatever thing
you want, it’s a bit rude. If you ask them ‘Can I see what the news is?’ then that’s fine. But I wouldn’t
feel comfortable just going in and saying ‘Alexa tell me this or tell me that’ without asking first. I
don’t know why exactly, but it’s almost like going into someone’s house and helping yourself to their
cupboards and grabbing their food. At the end of the day it’s their property. You can obviously share it,
but it’s theirs and if they don’t give you permission, you shouldn’t really be using it”. RO18 agreed
that “if it’s not my gadget, it’s not my gadget” and stayed away from another person’s property
unless permitted.
Own Protection. Four visitors described being uncomfortable using the device for anything
personal such as health related queries or making calls as they would feel uncomfortable with the
owner or bystanders having a record of the interaction. V15 says: “I guess I would not ask it to make
phone calls for me with close friends. [...] And I would not use it for purchases as it is quite personal”.
V7 said they were uncomfortable just being around IPAs: “I don’t like that someone is listening to
me. Yes, I just asked it to do a simple function, but at the same time, my voice has been recorded. It
knows a bit about me already”. They would not interact for fear of an external party listening into
their private conversations.
5.4 System Understanding and Awareness of Third Parties
Generally, we observed that all users had a limited understanding of how smart speakers work
which has also been found by prior work [1, 30, 37, 59, 67, 69, 70]. Our participants show critical
misconceptions and missed security risks such as the involvement of third parties or how accounts
are shared [30, 37, 45]. We asked participants to draw and describe what the IPA does in each of
three scenarios (weather, Spotify, light bulb) which were then assigned to one of three categories
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Fig. 2. Drawings of participants AO17 (left) and AO9 (right) for the scenario of turning on a smart light in the
room. Both participants own a Google Home. (Images cropped.)
depending on the involvement of third parties (See Table 3). We also had them free list entities that
might know about the interaction.
For the weather scenario, all participants recognised that a third party must be involved, typically
the group providing the weather data. They expected their IPA to search the internet and draw
data from weather providers like ‘Metoffice’ or ‘BBC’ just as they would do themselves. However,
during free listing they also included groups like other people in the room (bystander), the provider
(Alexa, Google), as well as the provider’s staff.
The Spotify scenario was similar with all participants being aware that a third party would be
involved, contrasting findings by Abdi et al. [1]. However, they were more divided on if Spotify
was the only third party, or if there were others. Some participants believed that their IPA connects
to the Spotify App on another device, while others thought that it requested the song directly
from Spotify. During free listing, participants included bystanders and the provider, but they also
included music artists, Spotify third parties, and advertisers, expecting them to play a role in the
request for statistics and advertisements, respectively. Interestingly, none of these groups were
included in the drawings, suggesting that participants are aware of potential third party sharing, but
are not clear on how it happens as part of a specific action like playing a song. When describing the
IPA actions in this scenario, RO2 was surprised when they realised that the music they requested
from their shared device was played from the account holder’s Spotify and not their own account,
even when it was them requesting it.
For the light bulb scenario, most participants thought that the interaction happened entirely
within the home, as found previously [1]. They thought that the IPA connected to the light switches
or central wiring via Bluetooth or directly through their home network, as AO9 and AO17’s sketches
show in Figure 2. Because the connection was seen as direct, they did not believe that any third
parties were involved. The free listing showed a similar result, with third parties rarely mentioned.
When V13 was asked to do free listing for the light bulb, they said: “that surely shouldn’t be too
much” and then named the IPA provider, people in the room, and the electricity provider who can
observe the energy being used. The light bulb manufacturer was only mentioned by five participants
in free listing, and only two of them included it in their drawing. Similar to the Spotify scenario,
some participants seemed aware that such sharing was possible but did not see how it fit into a
typical interaction.
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5.5 Concerns and Benefits
The collection and use of data was a common point of concern which is in line with prior work [1,
30, 37, 46, 59, 67, 70]. There was also a strong sense of feeling uninformed about how the device
worked, making it challenging to know what they should be concerned about.
5.5.1 Data Collection. Participants were aware that the device provider was likely recording their
interaction data, including their requests and audio recording; however, only a few brought up the
request history which stands in contrast to Ammari et al. [7], but is in line with other work [19, 21].
Roughly half the participants also acknowledged the need for involving third parties in order
to provide services. For example, a weather service might need to be contacted to retrieve the
weather. For those aware of third parties, we asked what a third party with access to requests could
learn about users. Participants mentioned: daily routines, habits, and music preferences similar to
[59]. They were also aware that using features like shopping or smart light bulbs might allow the
associated parties to know information like what they shopped for or when they were home.
Monitoring. A consistent concern emerging in most interviews and in prior work [7, 20, 30, 37, 42]
was that the device is always recording. Almost all visitors and half of in-house users were sure
that a smart speaker “hears everything that people actually say” (RO10) and is “spying on everyone”
(RO1). Two owners were not sure whether it is listening when not activated through a wake word,
but AO19 was convinced that their device always listens out for keywords. A main concern was
that the device will intrude on private conversations. For V16 “it crosses a line that they could be
listening and could potentially see what you do”. Whereas V7 was concerned that they as a user do
not know exactly “who else is monitoring, listening” and that “there isn’t any sort of privacy anymore
without big brother listening”. V13 wonders “if it is listening all the time where is that information,
the data that it has got” and whether “people [can] tap into people’s Alexa”, eavesdropping on their
conversations. Our results show that participants felt uncomfortable with potential audio recording
and the uncertainty of what happens with the data.
5.5.2 Data Use. Both groups showed an equal understanding that their data is used to improve
their services, but also expressed a concern about not knowing what exactly their data is being
used for beyond that. Concerns about data use have also been found in prior work [30, 44, 59]. Our
participants showed the general trend of projecting their experience in social media on smart IPAs
as also seen in Tabassum et al. [59]. For example, RO11 says that “If I put something out online, I
understand that it’s going to come back to me in some sort of Facebook ad”.
Improve and Provide Services. When asked about why certain parties have access to the interac-
tion, all participants agreed that they require access to improve the services or fulfil the request.
As the provider of RO1’s speaker, “Amazon is listening in, checking that it’s all working”. And V13
understands that the speaker “must be listening all the time or it would not know when you said
the [wake] word”. In detail, they mentioned that the data is used for customer feedback, trouble
shooting, market research, and improving voice recognition. This purpose was accepted by most
participants and seen as a beneficial use of their data as it improved their interaction. V7 found
it acceptable as long as it is only used to improve their own user experience while RO10 did not
want humans to be involved in the process: “I’m perfectly alright with that [...] provided this data
is fed into a machine and it’s not being manually reviewed by some person at the other end. [Where
is the boundary?] I think if humans are interacting with it and can see you, see what you do, that’s
where the boundary is. [...] I am not concerned that it has gone through a machine. But I [will be] with
the human element, because that brings in the element of self-disclosure to a person I don’t want to
disclose to”.
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Targeted Advertisements. All participants also mentioned tailored ads as a use for their data as
was found in related work [1, 30, 37, 59, 62]. Most participants acknowledged the benefits of this
kind of personalisation in how it can improve their user experience and help them find features and
elements they like. AO3 explains that the provider earns money through ads and can thus offer their
services and devices cheaply: “There must be an incentive for them to [cut prices for smart speakers].
So they have to sell you something through their services or collect your data to sell you other services
or other users”. Conversely, and similar to Ur et al.’s work on behavioural advertisements [62],
targeted ads were often mentioned as a “negative side of the data” (RO10) as they pose privacy risks
and require a lot of personal information, but users are not told what data exactly. All user groups
mentioned the dangers of manipulating peoples’ opinions and attitudes or buying decisions. RO11
explained that showing certain content only to a group of people can manipulate what people think
and create unequal opportunities. Similarly, AO9 felt that personalisation restricted his exploration
options and “has the potential to [push people into decisions] without giving them the full information”.
Selling Data. Another use mentioned by all participants equally is sharing data with third-parties
as a benefit for the company. According to RO18 the provider “can sell that information to whoever
wants to buy it” and “would pay a lot of money” (V14). They believe that there are “legal ways of
selling” (V16) data, i.e. sharing data with other parties in return for other data instead of money, as
they believe that the actual act of selling data is prohibited. This concern was also found by Huang
et al. [30]. RO11 was fine with it as long as no sensitive information was shared.
5.5.3 Dangers of Data Access. Thementioned risks of unexpected data access showed no significant
differences between visitors, account owners, and resident owners and is in line with worries found
in other work [1, 7, 37, 45]. Almost half of all participants mentioned a loss of privacy as a risk
when data they expect to be private is disclosed to a third party either through a data leak, sharing
between companies or users. Leaked data can also be linked between different accounts, which
would lead to a much more detailed level of personal information. The data holders could use it for
better targeted ads. V16 is convinced that “Facebook and Amazon probably do work together because
they are huge, multi-pound businesses and can both thrive from the data they collect and share with
each other”. Almost all participants mentioned a risk of financial and physical harm such as credit
card fraud or identity theft if this data ends up in the wrong hands. AO19 explains that knowledge
of the owner’s whereabouts or holiday plans can help burglars to find the right moment to break in.
5.6 Protection Mechanisms
In general, our data shows that both groups feel uncertain of how to protect themselves. This finding
is in line with other work that shows that smart home owners feel unable to protect themselves as
they are unaware of existing protection mechanisms [1, 19, 21, 30]. Instead, they rely on traditional
strategies for the web and external protections. Themes of avoidance and acceptance emerged
strongly for both groups. Except the ability to turn off the device and not use it, they express feeling
powerless and without an option to protect their data. Existing protection strategies such as voice
recognition or the addition of multiple accounts were not mentioned by our participants.
5.6.1 Traditional Safe Browsing Advice. When asked about what they actively do to protect them-
selves from unwanted data access, the replies suggest that three participants of each group consider
smart speakers as part of their general internet usage. Their protection strategies corresponded
to traditional online protection advice such as not sharing, saving or writing down bank details
or using different passwords. This finding corresponds to what non-advanced users mentioned
as protection strategies in Tabassum et al.’s study on data perceptions of smart home users [59].
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Primarily visitors also mentioned staying away from data collecting services or devices in general
and avoiding giving unnecessary information.
5.6.2 Informed Consent. We found two notions of informed consent: the need to (1) inform guests
about the device and (2) understand the policies accepted as part of device setup.
(1) Informing Guests. A small number of participants expressed the importance of being made
aware of smart speakers. V7, who expressed clear discomfort around smart speakers explained they
wish for clear warnings for areas with data-collecting devices. Although not concerned themselves,
V16 mentioned why visitors should be informed about existing devices: “As I am quite relaxed about
my data, and I probably shouldn’t be this relaxed, I am fine [for IPAs to learn facts about me]. [...] But,
even if it’s not a product that you own, just being in the same space with it, it can pick up details about
you. I think, in abstract that is quite a distressing thing, because you haven’t necessarily consented to
have your data collected in the same way if you had your own speaker and speaking to it, you know
it’s collecting data”. However, they could not tell us who they find responsible for delivering the
information: the provider or the owner.
(2) Transparency of Policies. Most participants mentioned a lack of knowledge of what is hap-
pening with their data and that they were not given a chance to give informed consent. Some
participants felt that it is the provider’s responsibility to ensure that information on data collection
and use is understood by their users and that they have failed to be transparent enough. V16
explained that “Amazon should make people aware of how and who and what data they are collecting”
to allow people to make an informed decision of whether to use their service. RO10 expressed
being uncomfortable finding out about their phone’s IPA request history: “I am not too certain about
how google uses our information and [..] I didn’t know that it actually has all your voice recordings. I
remember going online and it actually had an entire section with all the times I’ve asked it questions.
And I was like, at what point did I agree to my voice recordings being kept, stored online. Once I
discovered that, I remember deleting all the clips and not using it again”. They explained that their
reaction would have been different had they known about it, but “I do not know that [the provider is]
doing this and [they] did not make this absolutely clear”. Not only in the context of smart speakers,
but service providers in general, all groups felt like they have not consented to certain uses of their
data, in V12 words “everything is being used for more than the reason it should be used for”.
Many of these participants agreed that learning more about data handling and “educat[ing]
ourselves” (AO9) will allow them to protect themselves better. Most mentioned reading privacy
policies and terms of service as a source of information “because then [they] would know what the
protection were and were not” (RO11). AO9 said “I need to be an informed citizen and read [privacy
policies] to know where my data is going and how it’s being used”. However, most also reported
simply scrolling to the bottom and accepting privacy policies for any kind of service as it “too
long” (RO11) or not understandable. As a lawyer, RO10 explained that terms and conditions are
legal documents and difficult to understand for lay people. Only AO3 claimed to have read these
documents before using their speaker and notes that this kind of behaviour is expected from
companies: “In many times it’s not that they didn’t tell you. They did tell you, but they didn’t expect
you to read. I’m pretty sure I can tell from the language they used” (AO3). Thus, our participants
mentioned similar difficulties with understanding policies as smart speaker owners in Huang et al.
and Abdi et al. [1, 30]. We can clearly see a tension between understanding available information
and giving consent. Generally users expressed being kept in the dark about what is happening to
their data by the provider, not given an option to agree or disagree. RO10 said they “would be fine
with all of this, had [they] accepted this”.
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5.6.3 Limiting Usage or Avoidance. When asked about how people can protect themselves from
smart speaker risks, most participants straight away mentioned turning off the device or limiting
their usage. Avoidance has been found as a tactic for both IPAs and smart homes [1, 19, 20, 30, 59].
V7 stated that“turn[ing] off the device [...] help[s] to give some privacy”. RO2 as a flatmate felt that
they have the control “I have a choice not to interact with it. I have the choice to turn my phone off
and leave it somewhere. It’s the same with Alexa. I don’t need her in my life”. In contrast to account
owners and resident owners, who mainly expressed how any risk mitigation strategy defeats the
purpose of having a smart speaker, visitors mentioned the general difficulty to opt out of any web
services with whose data policy they disagree with. They saw a tension between protection and
the convenience of these services. V12 expressed that “they made a system in which you have to
agree for them to use the information”, so choosing protection blocks access to this service.
5.6.4 Trust in External Protections. We found that half of the participants in each group relied on
external protection by the government, the service provider, or financial institutions. In contrast to
existing work done in the US [7, 37], we not only see account owners, but also resident owners
and some visitors expressing their trust in external groups. The higher confidence shown by
our participants in the UK may have also been influenced by people’s higher awareness of data
protection laws due to thorough media coverage of GDPR going into effect in 2018. Unsurprisingly,
the first, most oftenmentioned external protection were data protection laws which “force companies
to have more disclosure” (RO10) and “be more careful and responsible with data” (V4). However, four
participants also criticised that these laws are not imposed strictly enough and companies have
good legal teams and are not transparent on their data use. Many agree with V14 who explained
that “if you are willing to give that much data to a large company, then they have to protect you”. They
found that the responsibility of user protection lies with the provider to have enough protections
in place such as authentication and anonymisation to keep their data safe. Two visitors hoped
their data is anonymised, if shared, as they described it as the most effective protection strategy.
Primarily in-house users believed that the providers do their best to protect them and have enough
motivation to try and keep data from misuse as any untrustworthy action would come out and
cause a loss of consumers or high fines. However, some also expected that the provider’s protection
may not be absolute and if a party wanted access to their data “they will find a way” (AO17). Another
participant also mentioned to rely on their bank “to pick up anything wrong” with their finances
(RO2).
5.6.5 Accepting a Lack of Options. Among all protections, acceptance emerged as a main coping
mechanisms for all groups in regards to smart speakers, but also other web-based services.
Powerlessness. The strongest theme emerging from all mentioned protections strategies is that
most participants acknowledged the lack of control over their data when using smart speakers
or web services in general. They described feeling powerless and helpless as did participants in
Huang et al.’s study [30]. “It’s very disempowering, not having the power over your information”,
said RO10. V12 explained “I do feel like we have no longer control over our data”. Many participants,
especially in-house users, did not see opting out as an option if they wanted to use the service. V13
expressed with resignation that one “need[s] to give away at least a bit of control to them” to be able
to have the convenience. RO1 said that “you have an option, but it’s not really an option”. One needs
“to be willing to make the trade off ” (RO10), confirming prior work on the acceptance of risks as
a trade-off [37, 59]. The concept of our participants’ helplessness and acceptance has been more
generally discussed for digital entities under the term ‘digital resignation’ [16].
Control Imbalance. We can see that some visitors acknowledged the lack of options, but felt rather
uncomfortable with it. Referring to their position as visitors or resident owners, participants had to
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accept the IPA and all risks as they had no other option. For example, RO10 explains “I don’t [have
the control], because I didn’t put it there. It’s not something I chose to put in my life and it’s something
that is potentially taking my data without my consent as I actually did not agree to the terms of service
as I am not the one who set it up, which I think is a very interesting conundrum. I mean, implicitly I
agreed to this because I have not removed it, but that’s the situation in shared living arrangement. I
think some of these nuances are lost in the law”. RO10 described an imbalance of control towards the
owner because they are bound by the decision their partner made. In connection with the theme of
informed consent for visitors, we find the need to include visitors and cohabitants in the user base
of smart speakers.
Acceptance. Similar to prior work [30, 37, 59], we saw many participants accepting the situation
by not worrying about their data or taking no precautions. V16 viewed their life as “incredibly
mundane” and were “very relaxed about it, maybe because [they] don’t know the extent of how much
our data is being shared” whereas AO17 said “I’ve got nothing to hide, so I’ve got nothing to worry
about”. Four in-house users stated that they “don’t do anything” (AO19) about it and that no matter
what they do, it would not influence the situation. Some accepted the conditions as “people still buy
Alexas” (RO2) so “it can’t be that bad” (RO11).
6 DISCUSSION
6.1 System Understanding, Concerns, and Protections
Prior work has heavily explored concepts around system understanding, concerns, and available
protections, our work confirms and expands on many of these findings.
Ownership, gifting, and system understanding. Prior research has shown that users have incom-
plete or incorrect knowledge of how smart home devices work [1, 30, 37, 59, 67, 69, 70]. Particularly
with regards to third-party interactions [1]. Likewise, our work shows that visitors have similar
misconceptions to other users groups, as do people who regularly interact with these devices.
In our study, several device owners used the device only because someone else had given it
to them as a gift, meaning that they had not proactively sought out the device and decided to
include it in their home. Prior work has primarily compared home residents to smart home “drivers”
who actively want the devices, drive their adoption, and are also often in charge of managing
other home technology [21, 37]. Typically these drivers might be considered similar to technology
early-adopters in that they are enthusiastic about the technology and are willing to spend more
time on setup and maintenance of it resulting in a more detailed mental model than other home
residents [21, 37]. By comparison, our owners who received the device as a gift and setup the device
seemed to have about the same level of understanding as visitors and people who regularly use the
device, but were not part of the setup process. Our results compared with related work suggest
that device setup is not sufficient to gain an understanding of its functions and that driver-style
users are likely gaining much of their understanding from interactions outwith of the normal setup
and usage processes.
We observed that participants recognised the need for third party involvement in situations
where they themselves would have to involve a third party to complete the action, such as playing
a song on Spotify or searching for the weather. But thought that no third party would be involved
in an entirely in-home action like turning on a light switch. They were also cognisant that these
third party interactions might result in their data being used for purposes like targeted advertising
and marketing, though they strongly disagreed with that usage. This result ties in with concerns
about data collection, use, and storage as also found for smart home users by Tabassum et al. [59].
The awareness of these third parties is a positive observation especially given that prior work has
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found low awareness of their involvement [1]. However, as we discuss in the following paragraphs,
that awareness may be unhelpful due to the lack of ability to act on concerns or use protections.
Concerns, trust, and uncertainty. Participants were concerned and uncertain about how their data
was being recorded and for what purposes it was being used. Their concerns echo those of prior
work [30, 46, 59, 67, 70] and mainly involve external parties. Risks from visitors or flatmates were
rarely proactively mentioned, as found before [37, 67], contrasting the findings of Huang et al. [30].
We also observed that participants felt powerless to protect themselves, mentioning issues of a lack
of control and transparency [30, 59].
Participants talked about informed consent as a way to manage their concerns and lower
uncertainty, though many had not read the privacy policy or terms of service associated with
devices they owned or used regularly. When asked why, they discussed concerns about not being
able to understand the legal writing properly because it was designed by the companies to be
confusing and not favour consumers. The results are similar to other works on how privacy policies
are not providing details in an understandable format [51, 53] and give no options to opt out of
specific aspects of data usage. The attitude that reading official documentation from IPA providers
would not help inform concerns or reduce uncertainty is of particular concern. It suggests a lack of
perceived ability to read and understand a document whose primary purpose is to provide informed
consent. It also suggests a lack of trust in providers to tell consumers the truth about their actions.
Considering that our study was conducted in the UK after GDPR went into effect, it also suggests
that the regulation is not helping consumers gain proper informed consent for the usage of their
data, even if they are direct owners of the device. The situation for visitors is even worse as they
have less access to information sources and often do not even realise that a device is present. In
none of the situations mentioned by our participants were visitors informed about an IPA in the
room much less given any control options. Owners’ unawareness of guests’ need to be informed
limits informed consent options.
Protections. The providers of IPAs do indeed provide a number of protections, which address
concerns and risks around monitoring, data handling, and access control. All smart speakers come
with a mute options that can be activated through voice request or by pressing a dedicated button,
resulting in the device not reacting to any requests until the mute mode is turned off via button
press. Also, IPAs offer the option of creating voice profiles and adding multiple accounts [3, 26].
When voice profiles are set up, private information like notifications and calendars can only be
accessed by the authorised person. Users are given the option to view and delete voice recordings
from the device history. During the set up of both Google Home and Amazon Echo this feature is
mentioned multiple times, which is likely the reason that it is more known by owners than co-users.
Many of our participants were not aware of these existing protections, and thus, mainly men-
tioned avoidance or acceptance, protection strategies also found in prior work [30, 67]. Their lack of
knowledge on how to protect themselves seems to be interconnected with their limited understand-
ing of how the system works, but also how devices are being shared [30, 45]. An example is RO2’s
surprise on realising whose Spotify account their music requests are played from. Knowing about
this encouraged them to look for a solution. Even regular interactions or a feeling of ownership do
not lead to a better understanding of the system, potential risks, or use of available protections.
6.2 Perceived Ownership and Social Dynamics
The concept of device ownership is unsurprisingly complex. While ownership of a specific device
like a smartphone or computer might be tied to a particular individual through social norms and
classic access control (passwords), an IPA is designed to interact with anyone in vocal range by
default, including flatmates, partners, or guests. This seamless interaction makes the device part of
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the space itself similar to lighting or chairs and invites for regular interaction. The blending in of
IPAs into their surroundings was discussed in prior work under the term ’democratization’ [52].
This observation may be one of the reasons many of our participants identified as owning the
devices located in their living spaces despite not being the person who legally owned the device
and not having access to the accounts linked to the device. Additionally, social relationships vary
from one smart home to another. Garg and Moreno mention the concept of “Family devices” [19].
However, we see that these are not exclusively found in family homes, but also in flat shares of
younger users, showing a family-like relationship to flatmates and mutual trust in sharing these
devices. However, these ‘owners’ do not have the same amount of control over the device as the
account holder. Some of our participants expressed being irritated when an IPA was adopted
without their consultation and not having a choice in the matter of adoption. But they still seem to
feel that they will be offered the same user experience and level of protections. While we have not
investigated this phenomenon in detail, we suggest future work on the effect of frequent exposure
to IPAs and other factors, e.g. personification [40], on feelings of ownership.
6.3 Smart Speaker Interaction Etiquette as Access Control
Prior work showed that sharing devices in multi-user smart homes is based on social relationships
and sharing rules [19, 21, 34, 65]. We show that not only rules for sharing, but also for guest inter-
action exist. When asked about being a visitor and using another person’s IPA, some participants
were hesitant for two reasons: 1) fear of being intrusive and 2) their own protection. The first reason
was mentioned mainly by account and resident owners who perceived interacting with another
person’s device without permission as disrespecting their property and intruding on their privacy.
Visitors mainly expressed reluctance due to wanting to keep their requests private or not share
their voice data. We suggest that this behaviour is influenced by their privacy perceptions, which in
turn seem to be influenced by two factors identified by Yao et al.: 1) perceived norms, namely their
social relationship to the owner and their perceived trust towards the IPA provider, and 2) their
privacy-seeking behaviour of protecting themselves by avoiding the device [65]. Most participants
declared they would be comfortable using an IPA for basic entertainment purposes only and owners
would find this an acceptable behaviour. Although we had reports of tensions with unexpected
behaviour, similar to Geeng and Roesner [21], we see an interesting balance of socially acceptable
behaviour and expectations by all groups, careful not to overstep any boundaries and staying polite.
Kraemer et al. found that owners balance politeness and security when it comes to sharing with
visitors and are mostly happy to accommodate guests’ wishes [34]. Mazurek et al. found social
rules to function as access control for sharing personal devices such as computers or phones [45].
Building on their research and our findings, we believe that generally, basic entertainment such
as playing music or asking for facts is the border for owners and works as such an access control
mechanism since these requests do not reveal many personal details, but allow guests enough
convenience. The aspect of mutually, unwritten social interaction rules to protect both parties
privacy is interesting and exploring which aspects impact the development of such an etiquette is
worth looking at in future work.
6.4 Recommendations
Based on our analysis and our discussion, we make the following recommendations to improve
how IPAs are shared with guests and co-users in a safe, respectful manner.
6.4.1 Add skills about privacy concern awareness. Our participants were worried about numerous
data usage issues. They were also poorly informed about potential protection mechanisms that
already exist. IPAs are designed to help users answer questions like “what time is it in London,
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UK?”, but do not currently have good support for answering questions about the privacy and data
usage practices of the device itself. They also lack the ability to make recommendations about how
to handle common concerns. These could be built into the setup procedure better as suggested
by [37], but doing so would only assist the account owner. Adding these skills to the main device
would allow all users easy access as well as a revisit of the information. So, instead of walking the
user through the privacy policy in a dialogue format during set up, the IPA offers to answer privacy
questions at any time. The device could then truthfully, using lay language, reply to questions like
“what data do you share with Spotify?” or “what do you use my voice recordings for?”. Such a skill
would promote transparency as also suggested by other work [37, 59, 66] and provide accessible
information to all users.
6.4.2 Make protecting visitors’ privacy easy. Visitors using IPAs was a source of concern for the
visitor as well as the account and resident owners as normal IPA functionality includes actions
like online purchasing or adjusting settings in the home. Similarly to prior work, we suggest
incorporating a way to better support multi-user households and visitors with different modes and
privileges [19, 21, 37, 42, 66]. IPAs could come with an adaptable guest mode where the IPA limits
its own functionality to ensure that guests cannot make unwanted changes and less data is being
collected. Having such a mode is helpful to owners who then do not need to worry about privacy
breaches, but it may also help guests feel more confident interacting with the device knowing
that socially unacceptable actions have been blocked. Privacy could also be further improved by
incorporating additional privacy features like not retaining recordings, flagging any recordings as
being recorded in guest mode and therefore possibly without full consent, or setting the device to
auto mute or turn off during set time periods.
A guest mode might allow the IPA to provide better transparency while acting in a more fun role.
For example, supporting being introduced to a guest. So the host can introduce the IPA and have
it respond socially properly, such as host saying “let me introduce you to our Alexa.” and Alexa
responding by saying hello and providing information about how to interact with it, such as “I’m
happy to answer any questions you preface with my name, or you can also ask me to mute”. By
allowing customisation, the owner will be able to communicate their acceptable behaviour and
establish social boundaries. For example, by adjusting the above message to say “I’m happy to play
music requests you preface with my name, or you can also ask me to mute” the visitor is informed
about which interactions are accepted.
Such a mode can also be extended to include various relationships in the home to give co-users
more control over their data and existing protection strategies, as was also suggested by Geeng and
Roesner [21] for smart home users and Lau et al. [37] for smart speaker owners. Our suggestion is
to encourage the set up of different modes during set up and streamline the process as many of our
users were not aware of the existing strategies.
6.4.3 Encourage communication about adoption. We see the need of communication even before
the device is set up and in use. Installing IPAs in shared spaces may cause tensions with other
people who are using the space such as partners, flatmates or family members. In the beginning of
set up, owners should be encouraged to consult with their cohabitants in regards to adoption. The
device may, for example, require all co-users to read or listen to a non-expert friendly introduction
of the IPA’s basic functionalities and protections and collect their consent during set up. Here,
the set up process would be paused until all potential other users consented or a solution for any
tension was found. At this point, all cohabitants should be aware of the owner’s intention to install
it and have either agreed or lead a conversation about IPA adoption. Giving co-users the option to
voice their concerns, preferences, and expectations towards an IPA in a shared space will allow for
informed consent and better control. As part of the co-user introduction, the device may suggest
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enabling existing protection mechanisms such as adding multiple accounts and discussing social
expectations of sharing these devices.
The activity during set up would entirely be based on trust with the goal to support the kind
of consultation with co-users which brings transparency and avoids tensions. However, to follow
up and ensure that all cohabitants were informed, the device could listen out for regular voices
who have not consented earlier and encourage this user to consent to the device then. Encouraging
consultation will help to create a comfortable and respectful environment.
7 LIMITATIONS
The study was conducted and advertised in an academic environment, resulting in participants
with an above average level of education and a young average age of ∼26. Participants were
also predominately students, likely with lower incomes, which may have impacted their device
purchasing and adoption choices as well as how they obtained devices. However, our sample of
mature students and young professionals is still relevant in the context of shared spaces due to
often living in shared households. We see that our participants’ opinion may have been impacted
by the assistants on their phone, who work very similar. Some even referred to or compared the IPA
to the voice assistant on their phone. Since we focus on smart speakers and all of our participants
have either interacted with or closely observed another person use a smart smart speaker, we
consider the impact onto our results minimal.
The majority of our self-identified owners did not select the device they used. Instead they
were gifted it or a flatmate introduced it into a living space. However, the group clearly represents
IPA users in shared spaces as the younger age means that many of them were in shared living
environments with non-family and use private spaces like bedrooms to host guests. Obtaining
the device as a gift also removed financial limitations around attainment. Our study was run with
participants resident in the UK. While the impact may be limited, their opinions on data protection
may be different compared to participants from other countries. We chose to present the scenarios
in a set order for all participants with the weather scenario first and the light last. This decision may
have resulted in a learning effect where participants begin the study with a poorly defined mental
model of how their device functions and then solidify that model over the course of the study
through thinking and discussion with the interviewer. We feel that the impact was minimal and
mostly caused participants to more clearly express their understanding of the device’s functions.
8 CONCLUSION
With IPAs being increasingly adopted in multi-user homes, not only the person buying and setting
up the device, but also any person sharing the space automatically becomes a user. We interviewed
19 participants who encountered, lived with, or owned IPAs and asked them to state whether they
own a device or not. Our findings show that the concept of ownership of shared devices is highly
complex and someone with regular IPA interaction may feel like an owner, although not having
the same rights or controls. Confirming prior work, IPA users have a very limited understanding
of an IPA system and third party involvement. Similar for all groups, participants have concerns
about how their data is handled and a lack of control and transparency over the data processes.
In our study, participants were unaware of a number of available protection mechanisms which
could in fact mitigate their worries. The main protection strategies we found were avoiding IPAs
or accepting the lack of control. However, a strong desire for informed consent emerged, for both
secondary users when visiting or sharing a space and for owners to make an informed purchasing
decision. Interviewing participants who encountered IPAs in various settings, we found that a smart
speaker interaction etiquette exists, guiding acceptable interaction behaviour with other people’s
IPA, and providing an unspoken, trust-based access control mechanism. All participants deemed
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basic entertainment functions as acceptable behaviour with minor differences. We found tensions
caused by non-consultation on adoption and mismatched expectations when sharing devices. Thus,
we see the need to establish a framework to integrate the various relationships in a shared smart
home and provide a clearer way to match social expectations.
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A INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
The following are the primary questions used in the semi-structured interview. These are the
pre-planned questions, follow-on questions based on user responses are not included.
A.1 Questions for Owners
A.1.1 Basic Questions.
(1) What device is it?
(2) Did you buy and set it up?
(3) How long did you have it?
(4) What are the reasons for buying it?
(5) Please draw your house and the location of all smart speakers and smart devices.
(6) Is there a particular reason for choosing this location?
(7) What do you use it for typically?
(8) To what extent did you change your daily routines or processes since you are using the smart
speaker?
(9) Some people use smart home devices like light bulbs, do you have any? Why?
(10) What object in your home do you most wish would work with your smart voice assistant?
Why?
A.1.2 Drawing - Same For Both Groups. Please draw the process of what is happening in the
background when the smart speaker fulfils your request. What would be the different steps?
• Scenario 1: Ask your device what the weather will be tomorrow.
• Scenario 2: Ask your device to play a specific song from Spotify.
• Scenario 3: Imagine the light in your kitchen is a smart light and can be turned on via your
smart device. What happens when you ask your smart speaker to turn it on?
A.1.3 Free Listing - Same For Both Groups. List everyone, all parties and people who are involved
in the interaction and could potentially record that such an interaction has happened.
A.1.4 Questions on Third Parties, Potential Threats and Protections Strategies. For each scenario:
(1) Why do you think that these parties have access to your interaction?
(2) Which of these do you think are necessary?
(3) What benefits are in for them?
(4) What kind of benefits are in for you?
(5) What do you think do they know about you after you’ve used the device for a while?
(6) And how do you think can this access be misused?
Then:
(1) What kind of protection exists to protect you as a consumer?
(2) What do you do to protect yourself?
(3) If you could wish for one thing to protect yourself better, what would it be?
(4) Have you thought about this before?
(5) In what ways has this interview changed how you think about your smart speaker?
A.1.5 Questions on Social Norms. In some cases, smart speakers are also used in shared spaces or
by visitors.
(1) Who else has interacted with your smart speaker?
(2) How often do you have visitors?
(3) Do all of them know that you have a smart speaker?
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(4) How do they react when they find out?
(5) How do they interact with it how comfortable are you with them interacting with your smart
speaker?
(6) What might go wrong if a visitor freely used your smart speaker?
(7) In which space would you feel uncomfortable encountering such as device? Why?
(8) What can you learn about your visitor from your interaction and what can they learn about
you from interacting with your device?
A.2 Questions for Visitors
A.2.1 Basic Questions.
(1) Please tell me about your experience interacting with a smart speaker.
(2) As a warm-up for the next activity, please draw the room you were in and explain who was
in the room.
(3) What kind of device was it?
(4) How often have you interacted with it before?
(5) What kind of feature did you use on it?
(6) Why do you think they own the device and what do they use it for normally?
(7) How did you become aware that the device was in the room/space?
(8) How did you react?
(9) Have you ever interacted with smart home devices such as smart light bulbs or kettles before?
(10) If someone gave you a smart speaker would you use it? Why?
A.2.2 Drawing and Listing. Same as in Sections A.1.2 and A.1.3.
A.2.3 Questions on Third Parties, Potential Threats and Protections Strategies. Questions the same
as for visitors in A.1.4, however these were asked additionally.
(1) What do you think do they know about you as a visitor after you’ve used the device for a
while?
(2) What can you learn about someone by talking to their smart speaker?
A.2.4 Questions on Social Norms. In some cases, smart speakers are also used in shared spaces or
by visitors.
(1) Keeping in mind the scenarios and the experience you told me about earlier, how okay are
you with interacting with other people’s smart speakers in other spaces?
(2) What actions are acceptable and which are not?
(3) Where would you feel comfortable? (living room, bedroom, enabled doorbell, guest room,
public office, park, hotel lobby, hotel room)
(4) In which space would you feel uncomfortable encountering such as device? Why?
B CODEBOOK
The following nodes were used to identify points made at various points during the interview. As
described in the data analysis, we then did an affinity diagram for concerns and protections as well
as social norms to determine the finer-grained themes which might have gotten lost in a usual
open code.
The questions under each node defined the code and worked as a guide for the two coders.
B.1 Set Up, Usage and Relationship
• What do people use their Smart speaker for?
• How did they change their routines? Dependence?
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• How do visitors interact with the Smart Speaker? (Including both what visitors say about
their interaction and what owner say about visitors to their smart speaker)
• Device Location
• Benefits?
• Would they buy one? Why?
B.2 Ownership
• How do people think about their relationship to the device?
• Do they feel like an owner or a visitor?
• Did they buy it, were they gifted? Are they living with it or not?
B.3 Mental Model
B.3.1 In-home only - No information is shared outside of the home
B.3.2 Provider (and Spotify - for the Spotify scenario) only - Information leaves house only
to go to Provider’s Servers (and Spotify)
B.3.3 Third parties - The information is shared with more parties than the Provider (and Spotify
for music listening scenario)
B.4 Concerns and Threats, Protection Strategies, Discomfort
• What kind of concerns do they have around smart speakers?
• What threats are posed to visitors or from visitors?
• What risks are they aware of?
• Tradeoff: What do they trade and how do they explain the deal?
• What things they don’t have the control over?
• What do they do to protect themselves?
• What do they need to protect themselves?
• What do they do to protect themselves from and what not? (Only brief as details would go
into concerns and threats)
• What do they have the control over?
• What are they not concerned about?
B.5 Social Norms
• What is okay for a visitor?
• What are they okay to do with someone else’s device?
• Is there anything they would be uncomfortable with?
• What would they be comfortable doing?
B.6 Other
There is an important part that is related to our work in the interview and the coder is not sure
which node to use. Coders will discuss these together and decide which node they belong to.
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